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About This Content

This is a story based DLC pack, it will add a new story to the game that you can play separately to the main storyline.

The story will follow Sara as the protagonist of this short story, it will see Sara try to come to terms with the losses she feels as
Kotoha helps her connect to a Virtual Reality machine that will aid her in moving on from her past and finding a new life on the

ship.

This DLC episode is available to purchase now at a reduced rate via the 'Season Pass DLC'.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/708180/Galaxy_Girls_Season_Pass/

n.b. if you have already purchased the season pass do not repurchase this individual DLC item.
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Doesn't show up in Library.... Great extension for UoC - if you enjoyed the original "Stalingrad Campaign", you will also love
this one!
IMO a bit easier than the "Stalingrad Campaign" - at least I managed to achieve more "brilliant victories" than in the "Stalingrad
Campaign" scenarios ... ;-). Great game :) just needs free agency to spice the game up. that would bring in contracts and and
extra level of startegy.. Great little puzzle game with a relaxing atmosphere and approachable mechanics. Nails the minimalism
while having a silky smooth progression and avoiding becoming too overwhelming in the later levels. I highly recommend
SiNKR for times when you just want to sit back, relax, and solve a few puzzles.. I recommend this game. It's reminscent of
Virtua Cop and Time Crisis in a very good way. The developer is responsive to feedback as well. I asked for left handed mode
in the forums and the next day I had it. A little rough around the edges but well worth the asking price.
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The whole series of Rusty lake is a wondful master piece. Would really recommend helping the devleper by by both the games.
The story is creepy yes and very deep. so it is ensured to grap your attention if you like point and click games.. great practise for
all you would be flyers out there as well as ww1 aircraft to try as well look us up on RAF 187 Squadron "The Badger Squadron".
The car park is filled with zombies.
Shoot all the zombies.
There is one car park.
There are two guns.
There are infinite zombies.
Sometimes a zombie will kick you.
Congratulations; you are only 99 kicks away from merciful death.
Oh no, you accidentally walked over one of the many inescapable health and armour pick ups.
Never mind.
Stand still.
Close your eyes.
It will all be over soon.
"Did that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing thing just crawl up out of solid concrete?"
I said close your eyes.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=G3usmfckYdU. I fully recommend playing this game.

The writing is fun, exciting, and surprisingly tense at times. I was laughing the whole way through, and then desperately double
checking what my stats where because I did not want to fail a particular choice.

The little options here and there which let changes colours and font sizes are a nice and appreciated touch.

The main reason to get this game is re-playability. You will sink several hours into your first play-through, fall in love with the
writing, be annoyed at any unsolved mysteries and want to finish it again just to see what else was there.

Buy this, and have fun!. it doesn't even work. With the simple enough story and cool looking 1930s animation style Cuphead is a
beautiful game. It's a series of boss battles sprinkled with some run & gun levels. Game is challenging but never unfair you just
need practice to learn the boss movement patterns. Music is another thing that blends quite nicely with the art style and sets the
atmosphere. Each boss is unique and quite memorable after you finish the game. Co-op is fun but in some way it's harder
because of all the extra projectiles, so it's more suitable if both players finished the game otherwise is maybe too hard for
beginners.
StudioMDHR truly made something special here so I recommend the game because it was so much fun for me ;). An incredible
fun puzzle game, excellent follow up for the first Hexcells, totally worth it. But in my opinion the addition of a ? hex is
incredible obnoxious. My favorite levels were the ones with very few of those. it just feel like a unrewarding discovery and
unecessary risk in the board.. WIN! I'm enjoying this game. The writing is amateur and non-serious, and I find myself smiling
and even laughing out-loud when I read some of the dialog between the characters, so win for that. Not everything needs to be
super-serious. I can tell there's a story in there, as the creators use classic, and cheesy, anime-style "internal dialogues" to
heighten the drama surrounding certain characters and events.

Combat feels FAST, most of the time. There are a few abilities, like "BIte", that have exhibit a delay I find undesirable. But
those delayed-abilities are few. Did I mention lots of abilities? If you're familiar with the original Phantasy Star series, you'll
enjoy the differentiation between "magic" and "techniques". Awesome spell-effects? Sort-of. Some are pretty "WOW", others
are "meh", and some I find "funny". The names of the abilities are definitely tongue-in-cheek, and in a way I very much
appreciate the willingness to digress from the standard "fire, ice, lightning" (but there is a lightning spell).

The combat system is complex; attacks, techniques, magic, limit-breaks, formations, trust-charges, etc. I just got my first trust-
charge and WHOA, freaking awesome. The creators definitely put effort into making combat fun and fast. I feel encouraged to
spam my techniques and magic.

The game is very, very friendly, too. Save anywhere. If your party wipes, you can retry the battle that you wiped on; hello,
awesome?! If you win a battle, but lose one-or-more party-members, when the battle is over, those party-members are still alive,
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with 1 HP. THANK YOU!

If you find a pentagram that heals you, you can use it endlessly, and walk around in its vicinity
blowing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up with your magic and techniques. Did I mention auto-combat? Hello!

Also, anime boobies.

If you're a fan of the original FF-series, Phantasy Star, etc., and can get along with the non-serious dialogue, I think you'll enjoy
Asdivine Hearts.. who even plays this anymore. Wont work unless you install steam and not sue them.
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